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At fashion retailer bonprix, almost 100% of the cotton used now comes from
sustainable sources, CO₂ emissions have been reduced by more than 50% since 2006,
and all strategic suppliers have begun to transparently disclose their supplier network
right down to yarn production. With its new sustainability strategy, the Otto Group’s
international fashion company is now formulating new and far-reaching goals: By
2030, all bonprix products including packaging are to be sustainable, while the
company wants to achieve climate neutrality in all areas and make its supply chain
completely transparent. In an important step towards circularity, the fashion retailer
will launch its first fashion items with the Cradle to Cradle Certified™ certification in
late summer 2021. “We are pursuing various approaches, testing options and adopting
new meaningful ways. In addition to the use of sustainable fibres as well as waterand chemical-saving production, one way will certainly be recycling,” says bonprix’
Division Manager Corporate Responsibility & Technical Product, Stefanie Sumfleth.

globally
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company,

the

multichannel retailer therefore places
great stock in both quality and in
socially and environmentally sustainable
business. “Sustainability is one of the
core topics at bonprix and has long been
part of our business activities,” says
Ms. Sumfleth, who is responsible for
sustainability,

technical

product

development, fabric management and
quality management at bonprix. “We are
convinced that fashion should not only
be fun and contribute to well-being, but
should also be produced in a way that it
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sizes, and also accessories, home

believe that sustainable production
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textiles as well as furniture.

must and will become the “new normal”

bonprix.de site among the top ten most

in the fashion sector – and we are

successful online shops on the

bonprix believes that great fashion can

German-speaking internet. The offer

be worn with a clear conscience. As a

actively helping to shape this future.”
The fashion retailer has achieved a great
deal since the launch of its first CR
strategy in 2017. Ms. Sumfleth highlights
that they have successively increased
the share of sustainable cotton: today,
they obtain 99% from sustainable
sources. “We launched four sustainable
collections in 2019 and 2020 with styles
made of organic cotton, polyester from
recycled PET bottles and the ecologic
viscose fibre LENZING™ ECOVERO™,
and with recycled accessories,” she
adds. “Starting this year, instead of
sustainable capsule collections, we will
permanently increase the proportion of
sustainable products in our assortment.”
The

fashion

company

has

also

successfully set a milestone in reducing
water consumption: bonprix founded
the CleanDye joint venture, a state-ofthe-art factory in Vietnam that has
enabled waterless dyeing since 2019.
The innovative dyeing technology
DyeCoo does not require water or
process chemicals. Instead, the dye is
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introduced into the textiles by liquid
CO2, 95% of which subsequently
remains in the cycle.
In order to pursue and achieve their
three headline goals – 100% sustainable
products and packaging, 100% climate
neutrality and 100% supply chain
transparency by 2030 – bonprix has
defined measurable milestones in the
closer future. “For example, this year we
started

to

convert

our

product

packaging to 100% post-consumer
recycled material,” says Ms. Sumfleth.
“From 2006 to 2020, we slashed CO₂

getting stakeholders across the supply

on the one hand, interdisciplinary

emissions by 55%. By 2025 we aim to

chain to align with sustainability targets

cooperation within the company, on the

reduce CO₂ emissions by another 40%

is complicated, as Ms. Sumfleth explains.

other hand, cooperation with partners

compared to the base year 2018. By

“Supply chain transparency up to fibre

and suppliers, and we also want to reach

2030, our sites, procurement processes,

production is particularly complex.

our customers and raise their awareness

distribution and third-party data hubs

Because here we are not only talking

of sustainability, so that they too

will all be carbon neutral. Within the

about our direct suppliers, but also their

consciously make a “positive choice”

next year, we will raise the share of

partners in the upstream chain. The

when they decide to buy bonprix

sustainable fibres from currently 50%

collection of comprehensive data is a

products.”

up to 60%. By collecting and reviewing

challenge. Challenges also await us at the

data, we are regularly/constantly

level of sustainable materials: Currently,

controlling target achievements and, if

there are not yet sustainable alternatives

necessary, adjusting measures.”

on the market for all fibres, for example
for spandex. Here we hope that the

“positive choice” is the credo bonprix has

market will continue to develop and that

chosen for its new sustainability strategy.

we will be able to switch to sustainable

It sets measurable milestones in four

fibres in the next few years.”

areas of action up to 2025: “positive
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She adds: “Overall, our strategy is very
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view” and “positive partners”. The

comprehensive; we want to and will
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measures will be implemented across all

drive sustainability on four different

Website: https://en.bonprix.de/

business units and managed by the

levels. This means that we have to deal

corporate/responsibility/

Corporate Responsibility unit. Externally,

with many people and target groups:

